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Flash Version: 11.2.202.268(ActiveX)
Setup Version: 17.1.47.146.9
(AdobeFlashPlayer) Â· Java Version:
7 Update 11 (Adobe FlashPlayer) Â·
Â· Patch Notes Adobe Flash Player
ActiveX Player 11.2.202.268 (has
new features for Windows 7,
Windows Server 2008, Windows
Server 2008 R2, and Windows Vista)
Features New Features
Improvements "Accessible" Player
eases the navigation for visually-
impaired users to experience Flash
in a new way without being limited
by a keyboard. Upgraded translation
of Flash Player into new languages.
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Upgraded default support for 9 Hz to
30 Hz video mode. Upgraded video
compression for better quality during
video playback. Upgraded hardware
decoding. Upgraded transcoding for
4K and 360-degree video. Upgraded
video hardware acceleration for
H.265, VP9, and H.264. Upgraded
Virtual Memory to prevent Flash
Player from using up all of the
available physical memory on 32-bit
systems. Upgraded Java 7
compatibility to prevent crashes and
security alerts on 32-bit systems.
Upgraded H.264 hardware decoding
to support Chrome 39 and Firefox
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38. Upgraded support for
WebSockets. In 1977, the moon
landing is remembered as one of the
most spectacular events in the
history of the planet. But in 1981,
the first major public event of the
century was barely known to most of
us, and not many photos of it were
taken. On that day, the Intelsat
satellite began its long journey into
orbit around the earth. This event
was deemed so significant that it
was only afforded about six minutes
of coverage on its initial run, which
was interrupted by the start of the
evening news. More follows… "Year
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by year, they hatch at the rate of
about a dozen every day," said Dr.
Damon Matthews, of the United
States Geological Survey. Matthews
and his colleagues study the number
of Easter egg tarantulas in the
United States. "Birds Â that go in
flight look for secluded areas and
then they're happy as can be," said
Matthews. "And so the tarantula that
goes into that secluded area is going
to be happy. It's the perfect
antidote. It's the perfect solution to a
bad day." Fox News has obtained
exclusive video of workers at the
U.S. Labor Department's passport
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division who claimed they were
denied entry to the White House
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